Suck Me Dry 4: Menage Trios (Suck Me Dry Erotic Flash Fiction Series)
**Synopsis**

All sex isn’t good sex and soon Tiffany will find out that her night of pleasure could turn into a lifetime of regret. Desiree sets up the perfect plan to have a menage with Tiffany and their other friend, Tonya. The party is in full effect when Arian walks into something beautiful. He can’t resist and gladly joins the fun without any guilt because he has a secret of his own. Amari will soon find out that his fiancee is a freakin the bedroom, but not the way you assume. Looks can be deceiving when the truth is revealed. This is the final installment of the Suck Me Dry Flash Fiction Series but it won’t be the end of Tiffany and Amari for sure! Revenge is best served up cold and this series will have you shivering! Thank you all for your support and I look forward to your reviews!
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**Customer Reviews**

This last installment of the Suck Me Dry series is a very hot read. It’s very much like the sexual ugly duckling turning into a beautiful freaky swan! If you need something to get you in the mood to satisfy your mate, then just read this series and you will be good to go!

I’ve read all 4, I am very very pleased with what I’ve read. I cannot wait for the next set to come out. These are great stories! I can totally relate to Tiffany. I’m glad at the ending. Each book had me
wanting more. Good stuff!

I listened to my friend and finished the series. I’m giving the whole 4 part series 3 stars not this part of the series. I almost got into it until I realized that Tiffany never showered or cleaned herself up after what went down in book 3; instead she began to participate in the shenanigans of this book hahahahahahaha.....yea it kinda grossed me out but I had to see how it played out. You’ll be shocked at how it all worked out....Oh my bad for the spoiler!!!

I read all dour books within 24hrs though they were short & left me wanting more details during the sex scene I love that there was a lesson at the end. Now I just need to find a way to get my husband to read these.

This finale was banging from start to finish. I am so happy Amari finally wised up and handled his business cause if he hadn’t some others were about to handle it for him! If you have not read this series it is a must. All of the stories are intriguing and engaging.

I wish this book would go on and on cuz it seem to be a vary good series i would of love to read more from Tiffany or even Desiree story ^© ^« it just cant end!

This book was good and toooooo short. I love this series. Can’t wait for more. This book was on from beginning to the end.

I was surprised by the ending, not really what I expected but overall it was a pretty good read. Hot Steamy Sexy
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